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RAILWAY CAPACITY ENHANCEMENT WITH
MODERN SIGNALLING SYSTEMS – A LITERATURE
REVIEW
ABSTRACT
In times of ever stronger awareness of environmental
protection and potentiation of a beneficial modal split,
the railway sector with efficient asset utilization and
proper investment planning has the highest chance of
meeting customer expectations and attracting new users
more effectively. Continuous increase in railway demand
leads to an increase in the utilization of railway infrastructure, and the inevitable lack of capacity, a burning
problem that many national railways are continually
facing. To address it more effectively, this paper reviews
available methodologies for railway capacity determination and techniques for its enhancement in the recent
scientific literature. Particular focus is given to the possibility of increasing railway capacity through signalling
systems and installing the European Train Control System (ETCS). The most important relationships with segments of existing research have been identified, and in
line with this, the directions for a potential continuation
of research are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous predictions of traffic demand trends
over the next 30 years show a promising mobility
future. Estimates for the rail sector suggest an increase of 76% in passenger transport and 84% in
freight across the European Union (EU) [1]. However, traffic increase for railways with traditional
signalling systems often leads to degeneration of
performance with associated capacity problems
and, eventually, a failure to meet the social needs.
The latest rail market monitoring report showed that
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the North-West European railways have up to 70%
more network utilization than the EU average. The
total length of congested track was of almost 3,000
km in 2016, including 1,000 km of rail freight corridors [2]. This requires an urgent search for a solution to improve the overall quality of the railway
service and attract more potential users.
A contribution to safer rail transport opportunities outside mostly closed national frameworks is
offered with the European Rail Traffic Management
System (ERTMS). Advanced ERTMS functionalities are primarily intended for significant corridors
across the EU to replace different incompatible national signalling and train protection systems. While
its functional subsystem, the European Train Control System (ETCS), provides necessary signalling
and train protection, the Global System for Mobile
Communications for Railways (GSM-R) is a second-generation mobile communication technology
that allows data and voice exchange. Generally, the
railway signalling system is one of many interconnected subsystems in the overall complex railway
system responsible for accident prevention and safe
control and regulation of rail traffic operations. In
maintaining safety, signalling relies on track detection systems that monitor the occupation of tracks,
interlocking for technical protection in disabling
conflicts, Automatic Train Protection (ATP) in
charge of rail traffic supervision and control, and
appropriate communication connection [3].
In this paper, the ETCS signalling system influence will be observed from the functional point of
view as well as its impact on the railway capacity.
More precisely, the aim is to narrow the research area
concerned with increasing the railway infrastructure
capacity by observing different configurations of the
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modern ETCS signalling system at the functional
level of operation. For this purpose, understanding
the concept of capacity is essential since it cannot
be interpreted unequivocally. It is commonly defined as a measure of the ability to move a specific
amount of traffic over a defined rail line with a given set of resources under a specific service plan [4].
Accordingly, all capacity-related situations inevitably are linked with the rolling stock, infrastructure
which they operate and specific operating plan [5].
Numerous studies agree that connections between
these elements generate differences in capacity
levels. Different authors bring various parameter
choices and categories containing parameters of
similar characteristics [6–8]. The most frequently
encountered categorization covers infrastructure,
traffic or operational groups of parameters [5, 9,
10]. Signalling systems are part of the first category
described with a number of signalling aspects, train
protection, and block lengths.
To separate train operations safely, the signalling systems characteristically divide the track into
blocks by block signals. There are fixed block and
moving block signalling systems whose work is related to the blocking theory [11]. In the first case,
each section bounded by two blocking signals can
be occupied by only one train at the same time, for
the whole occupation time. This block occupancy is
checked with the components of a track detection
system. Graphic representation of all blocking times
for the corresponding line forms the blocking time
stairway, whose reallocation influences the line capacity. Trains are mutually minimally separated by
maximum blocking time for the critical block section. Minimal time between two successive trains
(headway) is conditioned by technical constraints
from the signalling system and train characteristics
in terms of (1) minimum headway time; and (2) the
scheduling reliability reserves. Thereby, (1) is influenced by order of the trains, running time differences, including intermediate stops and the speed profiles [12]. On the other hand, (2) improve stability
of scheduled operations with reducing the impact of
delays due to maintenance (recovery time), avoiding propagation of traffic disturbances (buffer time)
and meeting operational needs in stations (waiting
time added to dwell times spent in a station for
boarding, alighting and transfer of passengers) [11].
The higher the amounts of (1) and (2), the lower the
line capacity.
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The conducted literature review is divided into
five sections. The presented results are based on the
comparison and compilation of scientific knowledge from relevant research in the scientific literature related to this subject. From other research
areas, those segments that are considered to have an
intense impact on the expected results of capacity
increase, are included in the analysis with reference
to the appropriate literature. Considering the mentioned complexities by which signalling systems
affect the railway capacity, the second Section summarizes the available methodologies for rail capacity determination, as the first step towards effective
railway capacity management. The third Section
brings a review of specific techniques for increasing
the capacity from the relevant literature and practice, while the fourth one contains a more detailed
review and analysis of the literature addressing capacity enhancement opportunities using ETCS signalling systems. The concluding Section highlights
the resulting observations and suggestions for the
future research.

2. CAPACITY DETERMINATION
METHODOLOGIES
The type and complexity of the methodology used for capacity assessment relate to quantity
and detail of information available and specifics of
capacity-related parameters. As a result, different
techniques provide slightly different accuracy and
precision of the evaluated capacity whose interpretation is consistent with the project evaluation in
infrastructure planning, traffic scheduling or other operation-related angles of observation [9, 13].
Nevertheless, these techniques often serve as a base
for various models that expand the railway capacity,
which is why knowing their features is essential.
Classifications and diversity of individual approaches for capacity assessment have been studied extensively [5, 9, 10, 14, 15]. According to [16,
17] capacity utilization, i.e., describing the state of
the network, should be considered at both the micro
and macro levels and defined by the multiple metrics to avoid neglecting uninvolved effects of only
one observation level. The metrics for measuring
how well the infrastructure is utilized may differ
from throughput (such as number of trains, number of passengers, tons, train-km, ton-km) and the
quality of service (station dwell, delay, speed, percentage of punctuality) to asset utilization (speed,
infrastructure occupation time, total or in a given
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152
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period, percentage). The broadest division subdivides more deterministic synthetic (static) methods,
analytical (dynamic) methods relying on probabilities and analogical methods with asynchronous
and synchronous subcategories. In practice, many
studies simplify the use of analytical or simulation
approaches [7, 11, 17–19]. Recently, a new category
of the graphical method has been introduced [20].
To demonstrate similarities and differences in application, the essential characteristics of each category
and some of their most prominent representatives
are briefly presented in continuation.

2.1 Analytical methods
Analytical methods describe the movement of
trains by different mathematical formulas and algebraic expressions. Among them, the stochastic
and queueing-based techniques are often used to
represent the system behaviour or some of its components. Such modelled queueing systems have
some parameters fixed and others random or uncertain [21, 22]. Uncertainty is implied under the
assumption of the known probability distributions.
This was found to be appropriate for addressing the
issues with not enough information or to model the
parameters related to the quality of traffic, like an
estimation of delays, priority assignment, track allocation, track occupation times, or waiting probabilities on the platform tracks [14, 23]. However,
because of their simplicity in some cases, they are
recommended for initial reference values. These
values are often theoretical, i.e. the ideal highest
value with the maximum number of trains separated by the minimum headway allowed by signalling
system and block length while omitting the characteristic of heterogeneity and disturbances specific
for rail traffic [5]. More realistic practical capacity
is obtained using appropriate percentages of eligibility for theoretical capacity (usually 60-75%) or
appropriate margins [13].
Commonly used analytical methods are a former standard for line capacity determination based
on the identification of the most critical track section (bottleneck), the so-called UIC (Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer) 405 method [6],
method typically used by the German railway company Deutsche Bahn [24] and Capacity Utilization
Index (CUI), a normative method used in Great
Britain. Their main disadvantage is the impossibility of capacity calculation for stations. Station
capacity is important as often the busiest station in
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152

the double-track line is the bottleneck of the whole
system due to the frequent stops and station dwell
time [25]. Additionally, CUI does not consider a
specific infrastructure occupation based on blocking
times, so the results are less precise than the current
standard adopted by the UIC, UIC 406 method [16].

2.2 Optimization methods
Optimization methods represent an asynchronous category of methods. Although some authors
consider them analytical methods, others classify
them separately to obtain more accurate results in
time-consuming and computationally challenging
problems. Commonly, they include mathematical
formulations like integer programming, linear programming, mixed-integer linear programming, nonlinear programming (especially iterative methods),
dynamic programming, stochastic programming, robust programming, constraint programming, heuristics and metaheuristics [8]. The addressed problems
comprise the network optimization, optimization
of punctuality or reliability, different assignments,
routing, scheduling, and other planning strategies.
The optimization of certain elements usually leads
to the search for a minimum value (e.g. delay, travel time, cost), a maximum value (e.g. a number of
trains, service reliability, or quality) or finding a satisfactory (robust) solution for all possible scenarios.
One popular optimization method to measure
the railway capacity consumption is the UIC 406
method [13]. It is based on a graphical compression
of train paths in the preconstructed timetable for a
given line section or node. During this rescheduling of train paths with minimum headway times and
without buffer times, the train order, running times,
running time supplement (5% of journey time),
dwell times, or block occupation times must not
change [26]. The track occupation ratio is obtained
from the comparison of compensated and non-compensated time consumed. It is recommended to be
between 75 and 85% in the peak hour and 60 to 70%
in a daily period to ensure service stability. Capacity
dependence on the choice of section limits the application of the method to smaller parts of the network, due to more straightforward compression and
smaller size of the timetable and less impact of other
line sections on the network. Besides, the capacity
utilization is represented in the capacity balance of
the number of trains, the average speed, the traffic
heterogeneity, and stability [13].
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2.3 Parametric method
To complement the analytical and simulation
models, the literature also mentions parametric
models for capacity evaluation using line disassembling. Studies that address parametric modelling
are mainly conducted in the United States (US) [4,
18, 27, 28]. To determine a network location with
problematic capacity (bottleneck), some critical parameters of the railway line are used. According to
[4], the capacity of a railway line is modelled by
parametric relationships between infrastructure,
traffic, and operating parameters. These parameters
are presented as capacity curves of subdivisions to
predict train delays. In [28] parametric method of
practical capacity measurement has been developed
based on the section capacity. Because of the resistance to dynamic movement of railway traffic, the
parametric models are suitable for strategic capacity
planning and decision support tools [18, 28].

2.4 Simulation methods
Simulation methods enable creating cost-effective models true to real systems with different levels of details: microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic. These methods, as well as optimization,
do not offer a general solution, as they must be individually adjusted to solve the problem. Similarly,
simulation methods and models are mainly applied
for capacity research, evaluation, and optimization
of the network for scheduling, dispatching, determination of conflicts and railway planning. They use
relevant infrastructure, rolling stock and timetable
elements, and differential equations for their interactions in two separate execution approaches [5].
First one is more commonly practised in Europe
and based on a predefined timetable. The second
is non-timetable, based on a timetable defined according to user instructions. It is applicable for railways with unstructured operating philosophy, like
in the US. [15]. Unlike with optimization methods,
computer-based tools are necessary here. This often
complicates solving capacity problems at the level
of the entire network but allows safe determination
of the future effects on the rail infrastructure or service characteristics. According to literature [15], the
existing computer-based solutions for simulations
in railways are further divided into commercial railway simulation tools, such as OpenTrack, Railsys
and SIMONE in Europe and RTC, MultiRail and
RailSim in the US, or general simulation tools like
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Arena, AweSim and Minitab. Both groups have
their advantages and disadvantages, regarding the
level of complexity, necessary foreknowledge, user-friendliness, fee, and flexibility, but all link the
line capacity with the safety of traffic operation. For
an extensive overview of the rail optimization and
simulation models, see [29].

2.5 Graphical method
While respecting the stability of the timetable,
a graphical method for easier capacity estimation
is based on the existing analytical evaluation methodology applied in the Slovak railways and supplement limitations of the UIC 406 method. In this
case, the capacity consumption can be expressed
in precise absolute terms considering the traffic diversity, calculation periods, and line sections. Travel time and operational time intervals (station and
track intervals) of each blocking section on a single
or double railway line are considered part of the occupation time. Their surface approximation can be
transferred to the time, separated by free space between their graphical approximation in a timetable
as the free time between adjacent train paths. In this
case, performing compression by simulation tools is
not required [30, 31].

3. RAILWAY CAPACITY
IMPROVEMENT OVERVIEW
According to [32], a good capacity planning
process should be able to generate and evaluate the
possible expansion alternatives with an appropriate
capacity evaluation model and to suggest an optimal network capacity expansion plan. Planning
of capacity enhancement varies between strategic,
tactical, and operational levels depending on time
consumption, complexity, and related costs. The
railway capacity improvement methods and the
derived expansion models are applied to solve the
lack of capacity of identified critical locations or
to design a completely new railway network. This
necessarily involves various analyses, like the determination of the existing capacity, demand analysis and cost-benefit analysis. In fact, according to
[29] the reconstruction, estimation and prediction
of travel demand are the key factors that should
be taken into account when assessing the transport
systems. If a certain predictive capacity or forecast of transportation volumes are required for
further planning, an aggregated or disaggregated
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152
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travel demand estimation should be considered.
The cost-benefit analysis allows the identification
and monetization of overall impacts when it comes
to deciding on the desirability of the project realization regarding future advantages and disadvantages. The improvement measures implemented in
these projects range from more direct, low-cost and
short-term soft measures to longer-term, expensive
and more complex hard measures [33]. Another frequent division of measures consists of upgrading or
expanding the infrastructure through construction
works, and others enforceable at the operational
level [8, 27]. In such possibilities, organizational
changes are suggested for the sake of economy and
faster implementation.

3.1 Infrastructural approaches for capacity
improvement
Some of the measures which imply changes in
infrastructure are modifications in track and station
layouts, such as construction or increase in the number or length of platforms and sidings, then duplication of the existing sections, changes in the track
gradient and horizontal curves, upgrading tracks
to accommodate higher axle loads, increasing line
speed, changes in the signalling arrangement or
installation of modern signalling systems, building flyovers, tunnels and other capacity enhancing
structures [5, 8, 27, 33].
The literature on capacity enhancement with
infrastructure changes offers various methods and
models to support the strategic decision-making.
They are intended mainly to increase the theoretical
or operational capacity of individual infrastructure
segments (single and/or double lines or stations)
and collectively the entire networks. It is most often
a question of looking for a more suitable variant of
increasing the capacity or positioning. The analytical approach developed in [34] allows the assessment of alternative station layouts based on their
quantified track complexities. The most suitable
layout choice is one that maximizes the theoretical
capacity of the station, regardless of train sequence
or timetable, thus favouring the planning of stations
of different sizes. In [35] the author compared the
effects of track duplications and sub-divisions. The
track duplication proved to be better and cheaper
for the capacity increase. The capacity expansion
in [36] involves static and time-varying models
to identify the best sections to duplicate based on
maximum capacity and to plan these activities over
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152

time. Additional sensitivity analysis helps to determine the maximum number of duplications in each
section. The improvement alternatives in [32] have
been evaluated for each section based on the reduction of the block length and changes in the station
layout or both. Afterwards, the investment selection
model determines where and how to upgrade the
infrastructure respecting the budget and total costs
for each scenario and future demand. This model
has been adopted by the Taiwan Railways Administration (TRA) for capacity evaluation and planning. Very similar framework [27] assists the North
American Freight Railroads with their optimal capacity upgrade projects. The capacity improvement
of identified subdivisions was determined using
capital investment, delay, and operating costs as criteria. Moreover, prioritization of different capacity
improvement solutions in [37] is carried through
the amount of individually absorbed network demand, capacity increase, and overall benefits. The
construction of new infrastructure with further capacity improvements proved to be a better option
than without additional improvements. As seen,
in addition to the amount of increased capacity,
the supplementary selection criteria to identify the
optimal choice are usually demand, operation and
cost-oriented. Cost segments are related to capital
investment and/or operating expenses, neglecting
maintenance.

3.2 Maintenance activities for capacity
improvement
Capacity planning is strongly associated with
the maintenance planning. Continuous maintenance
activities contribute to the improvement of railway
infrastructure performance, provided with time supplements. While predictiveness of preventive maintenance enables its planned realization, this is not
the case with corrective maintenance with a repair
philosophy after the occurrence of the problems.
This can disrupt the regularity of traffic flow and
stability of a timetable if the predicted time reserves
are exceeded.
One example of railway capacity enhancement
as a consequence of the maintenance improvement
framework is given in [38]. The capacity situation on
the network can be improved by reducing the track
possession times on detected bottlenecks due to the
planned and unplanned maintenance activities with
appropriate intervention measures. A mixed-integer
optimization model suggested in [39] integrates the
145
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scheduling of network maintenance and rail traffic,
making it suitable for long-term tactical capacity
planning. The authors in [40] proposed a data-driven model for maintenance decision support and
validated it in a case study of railway signalling
systems. The model integrates various parameters
of corrective maintenance data to identify the systems that are more likely to fail, the causes of their
failure and the most common corrective actions.
Continuous improvement of operational capacity
and service quality on the considered line section of
the Swedish network and proposing prioritisations
in the future maintenance planning are addressed in
[41]. The authors explored a maintenance analysis
method (risk matrix) for the identification of critical bottleneck zones of operational capacity. They
adapted the criticality analysis method to create a
hierarchical improvement list.

allocation and many other delay absorbers. Still,
these actions mainly increase the reliability in train
services, the robustness of the scheduled traffic flow
and capacity utilization, which is why creating the
right balance is essential. For example, an increase
of the network capacity in [42] is achieved by aligning the real-time rescheduling with train traffic control. This way, schedule reserve times are decreased
to a maximum with the same level of stability. The
authors in [7] analyzed the correlations between the
topology of service, timetable and performance of
signalling systems. The empirical results showed
that the reduction of dwell times to homogenize
train speeds, forming a group of trains with similar
speeds and implementation of shorter block lengths
contribute to capacity increase. The shorter block
sections are mostly related to headway reduction
and changes in the signalling systems.

3.3 Operational arrangements for capacity
improvement

4. SIGNALLING AND CAPACITY
CORRELATION

Operational arrangements intended to increase
the capacity include closing down less busy stations
or opening new ones, rolling stock changes (modern
vehicles, increase in length), improving logistics
(sharing maintenance facilities among operators,
expanding the track yard and marshalling facilities),
modifying the timetable or the operating procedures
(optimal train scheduling and rescheduling), intelligent traffic management and several others [5, 8,
27, 33]. The most frequently used operational measures assume the arrangements in timetable and
signalling. The adjustment of train service to match
the demand through a timetable directly affects the
traffic operations and interactions in the railway
network. Due to this strong correlation between the
design of the railway infrastructure and the demand
for expected traffic, timetabling often precedes the
infrastructure planning and underlies numerous
capacity assessment methods. Understanding the
timetable structures is necessary to obtain a more
extensive impression of the capacity fluctuations.
The European railway traffic always fallows
predefined conflict-free timetables. However, practical railway operation is prone to numerous initiators of delay, train conflicts and other disruptions
whose prolongation is rarely associated with the
initial location. To counterbalance, the literature
suggests timetable rescheduling or more reliable
management like predictions and prevention of delay propagation, changes in time supplements, train

Signalling changes are often considered the most
effective way of improving line capacity because
they are more straightforward and less expensive
than improving other aspects of infrastructure. This
improvement can be performed as a combination of
hard and soft capacity improvement measures at a
tactical or strategic level, highly related to a long
lifespan of such systems [33]. As mentioned previously, the length of block sections, a number of
signalling aspects and the possibility of train protection characterize the functional performance of the
signalling systems.
Among the three operational levels within the
ERTMS/ETCS configurations, ETCS Level 1 (L1)
and Level 2 (L2) share the philosophy for conventional signalling with trackside signals. ETCS L1
offers overlay for the existing signalling with additional protection from ATP in discrete points. On
the other hand, ETCS L2 represents a cab signalling
system with wireless transmission of movement authority, continuous speed supervision linked with
a dynamic braking system and an optional dependence on external signals. ETCS Level 3 (L3) is a
moving block signalling system without classical
blocks and aspects, which combines the benefits
of continuous speed supervision and train integrity
monitoring system. The minimal distance between
the two trains depends on the speed and braking
distance of the second train [3]. Today, the hybrid
ETCS L3 concept with virtual blocks is also being
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increasingly mentioned. Tracking the position of
trains relies on a smaller amount of track detection
equipment but it is still in the testing phase without
more concrete evidence of capacity effects than the
classic ETCS L3 type.
One way to meet the demand and transport more
passengers and goods is by increasing the frequency
of trains, which is directly dependent on the headway limitations of the signalling systems. As this
leads to more trains on the same line, their running
times, energy consumption and braking distances
increase while operating speed declines. Therefore,
when designing the signalling systems, the headway and average train speed should be adequately adjusted [43]. Meeting the target traffic volume
under different configurations of signalling systems
requires tuning the traffic mix with infrastructural characteristics. For the same level of capacity
on a corridor with heterogeneous train operations,
the moving block technology requires fewer double-track sections than three-aspect and four-aspect
signalling systems, providing better resistance to
train delays [44]. The capacitive advantages of the
moving block are continuously growing with the
increase in the amount of double-track railway sections but to the detriment of infrastructure savings.
So, in addition to affecting rail performance, signalling planning requires the consideration of time and
financial complexity. Still, when determining the investment strategies for railway signalling, relevant
importance of benefits or lifecycle costs rests on the
decision-makers and varies by concrete investment
environment [45]. The overall costs of modern signalling components are related to the development,
investment, operation, and maintenance, which in
addition to infrastructure need to be incorporated
into vehicles. Particularly modern cab signalling
compared with conventional signalling has lower
costs because of the reduction in trackside equipment. There are very few data about ERTMS costs
with no proper estimation. The practice has shown
that retrospective installation of ERTMS on the existing lines, although somewhat more complicated,
is more expensive than implementing on the new
ones [46]. In addition to the adaptation of interlockings and other ETCS-related costs, there are also
costs associated with the installation and maintenance of GSM-R [46, 47]. This implies their importance in selecting the lines to be equipped when
planning for the implementation of cab ETCS signalling, which requires a GSM-R connection.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152

4.1 GSM-R capacity impacts
Although it is communication technology,
GSM-R also indirectly affects the capacity. Many
authors pointed out its obsolescence and potential
constraints in use [48] and showed a significant
impact of communication delays and packet losses on the possible track utilization under ETCS L3
[47]. Others demonstrated that GSM-R communication failures do not have a severe impact on the
capacity of a line with ETCS L3 [49]. According
to them, this is appropriate for ETCS L2 because a
braking phase on the track determines the minimum
headway time. Still, encouraged by rapid progress
in commercial mobile communication technology,
a recently conducted research [50–54] has changed
the focus on new potential technologies that could
replace GSM-R in the future. Currently, a Future
Railway Mobile Communication System (FRMCS)
based on 5G technology has the highest potential to
succeed the GSM-R.

4.2 ETCS capacity impacts
With all that said, it is not surprising that there
is a lot of literature on the effects of ETCS levels
on capacity, from which the most relevant is shown
here. Overlaying the ETCS L2 system over the existing conventional configurations for four-aspect
signalling, as the best practice system, on the suburban section in the United Kingdom (UK) showed
minor capacity gains [55]. Similarly, the research
on a double-track bottleneck connecting the Stockholm Central Station to the South Station in Sweden showed no effects on the capacity level for
ETCS L2 in comparison with the current signalling
if calculated by simulation, as opposed to the used
analytical approaches. Nevertheless, all methods
showed an increase compared to ETCS L3 [56].
The difference often comes because ETCS configurations have higher safety requirements to protect
high-speed train traffic than the existing signalling
systems, with defined block sizes following the national operating rules of the countries mentioned.
Also, the capacity differences between the two
systems may not be noticeable if they share similar characteristics, such as continuous data transmission or cab signalling. For the expected impact
on the capacity increase, new blocking lengths for
ETCS configurations must be appropriately adjusted. Regarding the importance of track layout sizing
in stations when upgrading signalling, in [57], the
147
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authors evaluated the capacity benefits for hybrid
(i.e. ETCS L2) and moving-block (i.e. ETCS L3)
systems over the existing three-aspect signalling
system with fixed blocks. Four-station operational
scenarios were investigated for the considered signalling options on the busiest double-track corridor
with mixed traffic in the Taiwan Railways Administration. At first, the moving-block system offered,
on average, 80% more benefits than the current signalling but showed to be significantly constrained
from the station track layouts. Sensitivity analysis
confirmed that the resulting capacity benefits additionally decrease with an increase in the braking
safety factor and communication delay.
Moreover, by observing the operational performance during a traffic disturbance, the homogeneity
in the timetable contributes to the capacity increase.
In [12], the authors investigated several combined
effects of optimal train scheduling for ETCS L2 and
the Dutch legacy signalling system in the scheduled
and disturbed conditions. For the same timetable order, the dynamic infrastructure occupation of ETCS
L2 was lower than the scheduled one because of the
more homogenized speed profiles of rescheduling
solutions. Additionally, the performance of ETCS
L2 with optimization-based rescheduling was much
higher than with simple traffic management rules.
The performance results of ETCS L2 with a fixed
block and ETCS L3 with a moving block on three
routes with different traffic densities and train characteristics showed small differences during disturbance [58]. Still, ETCS L2 performed slightly better
than ETCS L3 if both use fixed blocks due to the
differences in route and train characteristics. This
led to the suggestion that ETCS L2 system should
be for station areas and ETCS L3 for free tracks.
In addition to comparing the capacity benefits
with performance in different conditions and infrastructure occupations, some studies consider
additional indicators to justify the ETCS technology against the existing ones. This is the case with
the Signalling Equivalent Units (SEU) in [59]. It
contributes to evaluating the detected benefits and
potential risks of upgrading from current multi-aspect signalling to ETCS L2 and L3 in the UK. In
the performed analysis, a wide range of possible
implementation options were included, and what is
of interest is the application on regional lines. This
differs from other research mainly oriented towards
major corridors or detected bottlenecks on them.
148

Regional routes bounded by long sections of absolute block showed a noticeable increase of capacity
with ETCS L3.
Other frequently present criteria for the evaluation of different signalling systems are energy efficiency and operating costs. In [60], the authors used
the principle of optimal driving strategy to maximize the energy savings and estimate the capacity
for faster and easier deciding whether to apply 500
m long sections or moving blocks. According to
them, if some signalling option affects the increase
of journey time for passengers, this upgrade should
be evaluated against the reduction in costs associated with energy-saving. A similar evaluation based
on railway operating costs related to optimal driving strategies with minimal energy consumption
under both disturbed and undisturbed traffic conditions was addressed in [61]. The performance was
additionally evaluated by variation in added rolling stock, in the crew, in generalized cost, in terms
of waiting times, in train running times, in energy
consumption and variation in energy consumption
in disturbed conditions. The energy savings were
considered a part of the running time reserve derived from the running time difference between the
simulated ETCS levels. ETCS Level 0 (lines without ETCS) and L1 with stochastic disturbances had
higher energy consumption without resistance to
disturbance, unlike ETCS L2 and L3 driving profiles with minimized increase. Additionally, to optimize the signalling layouts in [62], the considered
option effects were evaluated with primary causes
of train conflicts, capacity reduction, energy consumption and total costs over the entire system
lifecycle. In that way the optimization of signalling
layouts or other parameters related to infrastructural
and operational components can also be addressed
from an economic point of view while meeting the
technical requirements for capacity, safety, and topology. More recent research [63] used backwards
calculation to compute the optimal length of block
sections for ETCS L2 while minimizing total costs.
The signalling layout is iteratively adjusted according to the rules of signal engineers, the expected
contracted headway, and the behaviour results of
different trains in real operational conditions obtained from the simulation. This ensures the lowest
amount of signalling equipment required for the desired operational performance, thus minimizing the
overall costs.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 141-152
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When analyzing the methodologies used for capacity determination (Table 1), different microscopic
modelling environments are the dominant choice.
Detail representation of real specific infrastructure,
traffic and signalling specifics using simulation
methods offers accurate impacts on the overall system performances in normal and perturbed conditions. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of simulation approaches to the quantity and quality of input data can
be highlighted as their greatest danger. Detailed input
data are often difficult to obtain, are of questionable
accuracy or in various formats, which complicates
the subsequent processing. If not used independently,
optimization methods of operational aspects on the
network-level further shape the results to increase
the capacity and simultaneously minimize costs, or
to optimally adjust speed and headway on track level for better energy efficiency of traffic. Thus, in the
foreground is no longer the realization of the highest
capacitive gains for a given signalling system, but
rather optimal results to the additionally set goals.
A comparison of the capacity differences is performed according to the performance of the existing signalling systems or performance among other
ETCS configurations. The most evident reasons for
capacity gains arise from the changes in transmission
of signal terms to the driver (trackside or directly
in the cab) and the type of blocking system (fixed or
moving) with optional length adjusting. The objects
of research of the presented studies are mainly double-track suburban and urban railway lines. Their
configuration and operational characteristics are

significantly different from the regional lines that
also face a lack of capacity, especially in the conditions of two-way traffic on the same track. Furthermore, the effects of traffic demand on the capacity
oscillations with various ETCS configurations has
not been sufficiently valorized. Equally, no precise
recommendations are mentioned as to what amount
of the capacity gain justifies the installation of ETCS
technology on a line or part of a network. Such identified need to increase the capacity based on actual
traffic demand, traffic conditions or age of the equipment on these lines would facilitate evaluation and
balance with the economic and energetic perspective
of the ETCS installation.

5. CONCLUSION
Increased transport demand and safety, environmental sustainability, ageing and other significant challenges impose clear guidelines for shaping
the future rail mobility while competing with other
modes of transport. One of the burning constraints to
the smooth functioning of the rail traffic is the lack
of available capacity of the existing infrastructure.
Solutions can be seen in proper capacity planning
by monitoring the utilization of railway capacity and
better channelling investments at targeted infrastructure segments through the combined effects of
operational or infrastructure arrangements.
This paper provides an extensive survey of the
five most prominent types of methodologies for
capacity determination and applicable approaches

Table 1 – Methodologies used in the presented research
Reference
Barter [55]

Analytical method

Optimization method

/

/

Unnamed tool

Nelldal et al. [56]

Strele method

Lai and Wang [57]

TRA capacity model,
sensitivity analysis

Goverde et al. [12]

/

Koning [58]

/

/

Unnamed tool

Ramdas et al. [59]

/

/

Parsons’ Railway Integrated Modelling
Environment (PRIME)

Dunbar et al. [60]

/

Bruce Force algorithm,
fitness function, constrained
solution method

Corapi et al. [61]

/

/

Quaglietta [62]

/

Vignali et al. [63]

UIC 406

Simulation method
RailSys

/
UIC 406, AGLIBRARY
software

Heuristic ‘‘black-box’’
optimization algorithm
OptQuest/Multi-Start

Blocking Time Model
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/

/
Train dispatching system ROMA,
Monte Carlo simulation setup

Multi Train Simulator (MTS),
BRaVE
Unnamed tool
EGTRAIN
OpenTrack
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from the literature for its improvement. The focus has
been placed on the capacity enhancement through
signalling systems and today the world dominant
configurations of the ETCS system. It contributes to
an increase of safety, interoperability, energy efficiency and traffic quality beyond national borders, offering better performance in both normal and disturbed
operating conditions. Planning the railway capacity
enhancement with ETCS technology on the existing
lines proved to be requiring additional changes like
resizing track layouts with fixed or moving operational features. To access these effects, the literature
in this field mostly suggests different simulation approaches combined with optimization algorithms.
However, if this is possible, it is better to strive for a
model with a lower level of detail and a smaller set of
input data to make the solutions more widely applicable, faster to calculate, and less susceptible to the
classical dangers of simulation methods. Valorizing
the capacity improvements with ETCS technology at
such combined micro-, meso- and macro-levels of observation requires further research on the possibilities
of more appropriate integrations among the available
methodologies for addressing the railway capacity.
The preferred solutions are supplementary defined as
the least financially demanding, the most energy-efficient and/or the most resistant to delays. This proves
the change of motivation in capacity management
models that result in an optimal capacity increase
within the mentioned constraints. Likewise, more attention should be devoted to exploring the conditions
for achieving the capacity enhancement with ETCS
on regional lines. Equipping them with ETCS usually
has no priority, but due to similar issues also requires
concrete solutions, an incentive in migration and adequate preparation for future challenges.

odgovarajućim investicijskim planiranjem ima najveće
šanse udovoljiti korisničkim očekivanjima i djelotvornije privući nove korisnike. Kontinuirano povećanje
željezničke potražnje dovodi do povećanog iskorištenja željezničke infrastrukture i neizbježnog nedostatka
kapaciteta, gorućeg problema s kojim se stalno suočavaju mnoge nacionalne željeznice. Kako bi se navedeno učinkovitije adresiralo, u ovome se radu daje osvrt
na dostupne metodologije za utvrđivanje željezničkog
kapaciteta i tehnike za njegovo unapređenje iz recentne
znanstvene literature. Posebna se pozornost daje mogućnosti povećanja željezničkog kapaciteta primjenom
signalnih sustava i uvođenju Europskog sustava kontrole vlakova (ETCS). Identificirane su najbitnije poveznice sa segmentima postojećih istraživanja te u skladu
s tim sugerirane smjernice za potencijalan nastavak istraživanja.
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